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Dr. Bertice Berry
Speaks on Women's Issues
as a valuable source for research, as
well as self-examination.
Also, Berry addressed women's issues on what she called a "macro
level," or in a broader sense. She
discussed why she felt that women
were among the majority, but did
not have more power. The feminist
explained that while she does not
see herself as inferior, she is among
the "subdominant. The subdominant are predisposed to a social
condition that says, ''you will be inferior to these people. "
Story continued page 3

GSU on the Move
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Dr. Bertice Berry addresses the audience in Sherman Music Recital Hall.
(Photo by Janel Clarke)
By Kim Lewis
The guest was five minutes late
and counting. Then came the announcement that the guest of honor
would be arriving momentarily.
Six minutes later, she peeked in
quickly and inconspicuously. No
one seemed to notice that the modest lady with the celebrity name had
already arrived. Then came the

The Movies that
Hollywood Forgot
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joking, inspiring and uplifting
women in a bond of sisterhood.
She also shared bits of wisdom
from her book, Bertice Berry: The
World According to Me. "If you
don't know where you're coming
from, you don't know where you're
going." This was Berry's advice to
women that encouraged them to
know the history that is unique to

nseRiTic'E.=·Lives
HER FREEDOM':

By Janel Clarke :; ··,,,.. · · . ='
Benice 'Qcny~ the f~r talk·
Show host with a Ph.D.• bas written a book detailing how to do ex-.
actly what you want! Freedom is
··

the focus ofner book BertJce: The
World Acccrdingtc Me. This
new publication premiered last
week and can be found in most
Crown Bookstores in the ar~
Benydeseribes her book as an
"inspirational memoir and a
handbook, lor lifets bumpy road.
oot an autobiograp~y" atl(l sbe js
right! She describes bow she has
fashioned ~his freedo~: due·par·.
tially to'the grace of GOd brit . . .:..
mostly ~Se sbo h~:· paid..her··..

: dueS; . ·,:

:·:· . . .
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• According to "Berry freedOm ··· :
. co~es from the abilitY.to not only
recognb..e but to actively chOOse
opportunities that present them-

GSU's 2nd Annual
Racquetball
Tournament

Berry describing her book as, "a handbook for life's bumpy road."
(Photo by Janel Clarke)
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second announcement that she was,
in fact, in the building.
Next, Bertice Berry reappeared,
took in a deep breath, and bravely
made her way to the stage in Sherman Music Hall on Tuesday, March
5. She then grabbed the microphone and offered up a soulful surprise. She sang, "How can we have
peace in the Middle East when
there is no peace at home?" This
would be just a sample of the entertainment and information to come
from the multi-talented Berry for
the evening.
The lecturer, comedian and singer
with the Ph.D. in Sociology had
come in recognition of Women's
History Month. The special program featured a night of lecturing,

them so that they don't repeat the
mistakes of the past. In between a
steady stream of jokes, she also told
the audience to examine women's
history "on a micro level," meaning
they should take a look at family
patterns, particularly those of their
mothers and grandmothers. She felt
that those patterns held the key to
solving present dilemmas in her
own life. Berry explained, "My
mother grew up on a plantation in
Delaware, and was raised by my
grandmother who also grew up on
the same plantation. They were
still in fear of being killed for leaving the plantation." Additionally, in
writing the autobiography, Berry
felt the need to consult her mother

selves ~ily and; it must grow
from strength. Berty·explains,
"being strong as a woman bas lfu..
eratedmer
A self--proclaimed femini~
Beny feels that thC·w~men iri today's world arc going.to~bange
things. She encolirages others to
empower t:nemsotves fU'Sf and
then pass it on! •-There is power
in our sisterhood."
"My gOQl is to totertain. tdu«cateanct.tnfoim u)Vdt uw be
.liapPY'"3nd 4bare that With others," nuschoi<:e is what giyes:
.her.the freedom to do what she

i:l·fS·~~:a~~

:r~Pf~~tfi~~:=i
a~ encouraged to tmcfibe.iree~:.:;:
dom that is a birthrighffur each

and evety one of "Us.
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Look "\\That's happening at GSU !
MAHALIA PERFORMANCE SANCTIFIES
By Janel Clarke

After over a year of touring and
performing, the cast and staff of the
play, The Life and Music ofMahalia
Jackson , gave a resounding closing
performance at the Center for Arts
and Technology recently. The audience was treated to nothing less than
a joyful spiritual experience.
While this was a play about the
life and music of Mahalia Jackson,
it was immediately and consistently
clear that the main character was
God. According to the playwright,
Tom Stoltz. "it is impossible to
separate Mahalia Jackson from God.

God was the center of her
being ... her all and all. God was her
gospel...her good news song. God
was her salvation!"
Mahalia was the undisputed
Queen of Gospel and Valencia
Lacy's performance captured the
spirit and sounds of Mahalia herself.
Lacy's performance was singular
and spiritually moving. There were
times when it was as if Mahalia herself was standing on stage singing
her joy in the Lord. Lacy, in character of Mahalia, tells what gospel
really is: "Gospel is good tidings,
hope and freedom. A song of joy so

deep that the world can hardly stand
it."
She belted out some ofthe more
familiar spirituals like, "We Shall
Overcome" and "Walking Up the
Kings Highway." The audience
clapped in time and felt the spirit
through the entire performance.
The lyrics to these moving gospels
are truly from the heart and provide
deep inspiration, like: "Lord it don't
take very much to place a gentle
touch" and "Trying to make heaven
my home," among many others too
numerous to mention . According to
the Minneapolis Star Tribune, "The
renditions of "We Shall Overcome,"

"Deep River," "Joshua Fit The Battle of Jericho," "Precious Lord,"
"Take My Hand," are each worth the
price of admission!"
Mahalia Jackson's life was about
Love and Salvation and these values
came through loud and clear on a
stage that seemed to turn into the
very life and times of Mahalia Jackson herself. If you missed it this
time, make sure to catch it whenever
you get the chance. The joy alone
makes it worthwhile. And the sense
of history and culture brings it
home.

"Tough Love"
Says Mama Hawks
By Altheia Jackson

When some people think of the
west side of Chicago, one's imagination may run in the direction of
negative visions of despair.
Thoughts of abandoned buildings,
vacant lots, dilapidated homes, rundown apartments, powerful drug
dealers, prostitution, gangs and drug
addicts come to mind.
In recent years, what has become
more noticeable and tragic on these
streets is the presence of young and
neglected homeless children. These
children are innately skilled to survive the tough life of being a child
in the inner city, but are not trained
to succeed at becoming independent,
healthy adults.
For this reason, Dr. Coria "Marna
Hawk" Wilson-Hawkins and LuSonya "Mama Clay" Clay designed
and implemented a family program
called "Recovering the Gifted
Child." Hawkins recently presented
her ideas about helping gifted children, during a Women's History
Month program March 11 on campus. Hawkins began the "Recovering The Gifted Child Program" in
1990 with her own personal funds
and gifts from close friends. The
purpose of the program is to teach

young "labeled" disruptive or teaming disabled children how to team
and to be successful in life.
The program's staff is made up of
10 to fifteen males and females. The
the staff male/female ratio is designed to emulate a traditional family setting. It is hoped that students
maintain a feeling of the parental
presence and caring.
The program is set in a residential
environment; this provides a relaxed
atmosphere for the children. The
classrooms do not resemble typical
school classrooms. Instead, they
emulate the inside of a typical family's home. To enhance self esteem,
Hawkins allows her students to decorate "their home," or learning environment. This educational program
also offers non-traditional teaching
methods. "Traditional teaching
methods for these children no longer
exist," remarks Hawkins.
The reading program is very
unique. Instead of forcing students
to read books they don't care for and
expecting them to accept and enjoy
them, students are encouraged to
challenge literature by writing their
own books and conveying their own
opinions about the contents. Based
on that practice, Hawkins has a

student who has authored books and
earned money from the sale of these
books.
"You know you can't break the
spirit of a woman," states Hawkins.
She says this remembering one child
in particular, Pee Wee, who was her
biggest challenge. "He was the nightmare of the entire community. He
distributed drugs and operated one of
the biggest prostitution rings on the
west side. This 10-year-old could
not read or write. After he entered
the "Recovering the Gifted Child
Program," he became one of the top
three students and now wants to be a
business man," stated Hawkins
proudly.
Children are accepted into the
program by the f1fth grade and reside
there for four years. It is mandatory
that parents of these children volunteer. After the students are out of the
program, they are sent to high
schools all over the city. The program's staff continues to track their
work. She has 65 children in high
school and 14 are at the top 25 percent of their class.
Hawkins hopes to receive grants
from the Chicago Board of Education. These funds will help keep the
program operating. The funds will

also be used to implement a threeyear pilot program. The success of
this program will not only be duplicated by the Chicago Board of Education, but also throughout the
United States.
The "Recovering the Gifted Child
Program" was very well received.
GSU student Toni Rainee remarked,
"I thought it was very creative, especially the four-year residential program." Brent Jones, GSU
graduation counselor stated, "I attended the event because I wanted to
be informed about new teaching
techniques."
Hawkins says that GSU students
who are studying to be educators in
the inner city must come with creativity and tough love. If you would
like to know more about this most
unique and exciting program you
may contact Dr. Corla WilsonHawkins at (312) 533-6419 or write
her at P.O. BOX 19683, Chicago, II...
60619.

PANEL DISCUSSION:
INSIGHTS FOR BETTER
MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION
By Patricia Gorniak

There will be a management and
entrepreneurship presentation at 7
p.m. April23, in the Hall ofHonors
at Governors State University.
The panel will consist of May
Givens, owner of Fun, Fabulous
Fashion and Plus clothing; James

Ready, Jr., who has over 10 years
experience working in the business
world; and Patricia Gorniak a GSU
student and former small business
owner with over 14 years of
managerial experience.
The panel of three will discuss
management communication issues
and entreprenuership that can help

lead to a better understanding of
dealing with people in all areas of
business. The panelists will also
speak about how they got where they
are and the communication
problems they encountered during
their journey into management.
This beneficial panel discussion is
sponsored by the COMS 651,

Managing Communication Systems,
and COMS 550, Public Relations
and Communication classes.
Everyone is invited to attend this
informal panel discussion. This
topic can be beneficial to everyone
in all areas of life. Hope to see you
there! Refreshments will be served!
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Look "W"bat's happening at GSU !
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GSU on the Move

Sharon Toran and Katherine Bernhardt at work in the new Student Life Box
office.
(Photo by Eileen Truszkowski)
By Eileen Truszkowski

Have you had a problem finding
the Financial Aid office lately?
Could be because it moved. The
move didn't take it far away, but it
did take it to larger quarters, which
were sorely needed. The new office
(C 1310) is spacious, bright, comfortable and still filled with the
friendly, helpful faces that we know.
The former Financial Aid office,
which was located across from the

Cashier's office is currently under
renovation. What is going to go
there, you might ask? We did a little
snooping to find out that the area is
being taken over by the Business Office. The business offices have long
been in need of more space. The office is going to be split and part of it
will be moving into the new area
when remodeling is completed. As
of this issue it still has not been determined which of the area will
move to the new quarters.

The new Financial Aid office.
(Photo be Eileen Truszkowski )
Student Life is also on the move.
The Student Life Box Office, the
place where students and Campus
Community Center members pay for
classes, memberships and various
other services offered by the Division of Student Life has moved too.
Previously located in the Student
Commons on the second floor of A
Building, the Box Office has relocated to the Student Life Service office on the first floor. This was done
to consolidate the services into one

location. Previously, students, and
Campus Comunity Center members
who would go to the Student Life
Service Office to purchase movie
tickets, send or receive a fax, pay for
memberships or pay for a lost Student I. D. card, only to be told that
they needed to go up stairs to the
Box Office. Now Student Life has
provided us with one stop shopping.

Berry cont. from page 1
Apology

Her solutions included rejecting
stereotypes about women and replacing it with accurate information, which requires women to
take the initiative and research
women's issues. She also suggested that women compete less
with each other while supporting
one another more. The last morsels of her advice included "find
love, power and strength within
yourself and pass it on."

The Innovator apologizes for discrepancies in the
article "Minority Business Abroad, Says Speaker
Bradshaw" by Altheia Jackson in the last issue.
In editing the article to accommodate space available, the editors inadvertently deleted information that was pertinent to the article. George
Bradshaw was not the creator of the graduate
program "Careers for Blacks and Minorities," it
was a program which he attended.

ARMY.

BE All"YOU CAN IE.

Coming this April to

T.he Center
Jl6oyat~~GBalld April20

Charlie Daniels Band

April27
April28

THREE SMART
REASONS TO
CONSIDER
THE ARMY:
Reason 1: We can help you
get an edge on college expenses
with up to $30,000 from the
Montgomery GI Bill plus the
Army College Fund .. .if you qualify.
Reason 2: There are over
50 challenging high-tech specialties
to choose from. Valuable training in
one could lead to a rewarding and
exciting career.
Reason 3: Employers look
for the training and personal qualities of Army alumni. Here's what
just one business leader says:
"Army alums bring to their
job... a wealth of experience that is
readily adjustable to the business
world."
]. Peter Grace
Chairman and
Executive Officer
W.R Grace and Company
These are just three reasons,
and there are even more. Fmd
out what they are from your local
Army Recruiter.

708-754-3355
ARMY.

20°/o Discount for GSU Faculty,
Staff and Students!!
235-2222
----------------------------------

Volunteer usher staff still needed. Workshop
on March 28 at 4pm. Ask at The Center Box
Office for More Details!

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
"A" AND "AN"
By Bruce Weaver
The letter "a" is the first letter of
our alphabet. It seldom causes much
trouble except when people want to
point out things.
When we usually point out things,
we refer to the first "a" without delay; (a table, a chair, a bed.)
This sounds perfectly logical as
long as we are~ the words;
however, when we write it down,
what prevents us from writing, "an
chair," or "an bed?"
Both "a" and "an" are limiting adjectives, limiting the meaning of the
words they modify.

A long time ago, in merry old
England, every object was referred to
with an "an."
As the English language changed
there was a tendency to slur words
together, so as not to slow the speech
down. Parents know this principle
because they hear it everyday.
"I don't want to do my hornework," quickly turns into the wellknown whine, "I don't wanna do my
homework." (I've never heard a
child say "want" in a formal sense.)
Besides the term "limiting adjectives," Bernstein in The Careful
Writer says that "a" and "an," are indefinite articles.

In grammar there are two basic
rules to follow in writing indefinite
articles.
First, we use the indefinite article
"a" before words that begin with a
consonant sound (This makes "a table" and "a bed" correct.)
Second, the indefinite article "an"
is used before words that begin with
a vowel, or a vowel sound, as in "an
arrow, an illegal arrest, an heir."
However, even here, the rule
bends with some vowels; you wouldn't say "an one," but you'd say instead "a one." You also wouldn't say
"an unit," you would rather say, "a
unit." Speech is one thing, writing is
another.

You would probably want to write
out the proper construction, even
though it may not sound the same.
How about abbreviations? Do you
write, "she received a M.A. degree?;"
or "she received an M.A. degree?"
It depends on how most people
read the title
Bernstein makes the comment in
The Careful Writer says that "'M.A.
registers with most people as alphabetical letters, not as 'Master of Arts;'
hence an M.A. degree is proper."
These are just some short rules to
follow when you're writing a sentence using "a" or "an."

Student Referendum Fact Sheet
On April 1 through 4 a referendum will give GSU students the
chance to vote on a new computer
technology fee. Voting will be from
10 am to 4 pm each day in the Hall
of Governors. The Student Representative to the Governors State
University Board of Trustees shall
be seated in the following manner:
First item on the Referendum:
CHOOSE ONLY ONE
_ Campus-wide student election.
_ Appointed by the full Student
Senate.
_ Appointed by the Executive Committee of the Student Senate.

- The President of the Student Senate shall represent students on the
Board of Trustees.
Second item on the
Referedum:
I.

Proposed New Assessed C.T.
Fee: Computer Technology Fee.
This would be assessed to all currently enrolled, on-campus students
for the Fall1996 Trimester. The
fee would be $20.00 per trimester.
II. Benefits Anticipated for
Students:
A. Expanded computer access for
students on a priority basis.

B. Replacement and upgrade of
computer hardware, i.e. computers,
lasers and other kinds of printers,
etc.
C. Additional resource support staff,
such as graduate assistants, to provide technical help and customer
service for students.
D. The addition of collegial computer technology access areas for
students.
E. An upgrade of computer software
for student use.
F. Establishment of electronic mailboxes for all students on campus.
G. Coordination and posting of
classes in the labs.

III.

Resources Generated: This
would generate approximately
$235,000 during a full fiscal year.
IV. Allocation of Fees: The proposed fee would be distributed 60
percent to Academic Computing
Services, and 20 percent library,
and 20 percent among the various
colleges. These resources would be
used only to augment the existing
funding base. An advisory committee composed of students appointed
by the Student Senate shall make
recommendations to the Vice President for Administration & Planning
on use of these funds.

Senate Happenings
Senate Reverses it's Decision
By Ada Middleton
In its most lively session of the trimester, the Student Senate changed
the language of the Computer Technology Fee Referendum and reversed its decision on the Student
Trustee Referendum. The Student
Senate unanimously voted that the
allocation of the fees would be 60
percent for the Academic Computer
Lab, 20 percent for the library and
20 percent for the colleges. It took
approximately 10 minutes to reach
this consensus. However, this Senate session ran 15 minutes overtime

in dealing with the Student Trustee
Referendum.
The Student Senate received rare
input from GSU's ffiHE and BGU
Representatives, Brenda Stennis and
Debra Ford. The ffiHE Representative attended her first Senate session
March 13 during her one year term
and the BGU Representative has attended two, including the March 13
session. After a lengthy and sometimes heated discussion, the Student
Senate decided to present the student body with four, instead of
three, alternative methods by which
it could choose a Student Trustee.
In its recommendation to the Stu-

. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . dent
two
weeksSenate
ago, the
AQUAMARINE CLEANERS
Referendum
Committee sug708.687.5522
gested that the
to venture in the highest
new Student
Trustee be sesense is preciselv
lected by any
one of four
to become conscious
ways: 1) by student election; 2)
of oneself
by Student
-Kierkegard

Senate appointment; 3) by Student
Senate Executive Committee appointment; or 4) by having the Student Senate President serve.
Serving on the Referendum Committee were Glenn Swierkosz, Helen
Goldstein and Ada Middleton.
With 6 yes votes and 5 abstentions,
the Student Senate opted to eliminate the first alternative.
The rationale involved in this decision was to make the Student
Trustee more accountable to the
Student Senate. Hoping to stem the
possibility of a person getting into
office with a few votes and having
someone who will not report regularly to the Senate fired this Student
Senate action. The Student Senate
expects its members and ex-officio
members to attend meetings and to
support all its activities.
When the Student Senate reversed
its position, it did so because of its
sense of fair play. While it is within
the purview of the Senate to make
policies and recommendations, it
did not wish to give the impression
that it is immune to the wishes of its

onstituents. Therefore, it agreed to
offer the student body four, instead
of three, alternatives of selecting its
Student Trustee.
The Student Senate President believes, "Student input is crucial to
the operations of the Student Senate.
A major part of our job is to listen to
the student body and to reflect those
opinions in the positions we take
when making policies. The problem
is, we need to hear from the student
body often about their concerns and
their opinions ... not just when they
are displeased.
It's election time. It's time for
people to get into the action and
stop running their mouths. It's time
for people to make a commitment,
either as members of the GSU community or as office holders. The
choice is up to each member of the
student body. The choices are clear:
Be informed. Run for office. Attend meetings. And Vote."
A referendum town meeting has
been scheduled Wednesday, March
20th, at 3:30P.M. and at 7:00P.M.
in the Hall of Governors.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to Eileen
Truszkowski's letter in the last edition of the Innovator. I am glad to
have a student respond to action
taken by the Student Senate. All responses or input by students is welcome. As your elected representative
you have empowered each of us to
represent you. to voice your needs
and desires in all areas of university
life. This a position I take VERY seriously. Like other legislative bodies
there is not always agreement among
its members on the issues at hand but
the majority wins the vote. My stand
on the referendum for student trustee
is a matter of record along with my
active involvement representing
YOU on critical committees. I was
on the Referendum Committee that
created the four choices on how to
elect the Student Representative to
Dear Innovator:

How can you have a "Letter to the
Editor" on an article not yet reported? Well, that is what you did
for the last issue. Odd that you also
mention being "power hungry" too
when it seems that one of your people seemS to feel "empowered" to
sabotage the articles submitted to the
Innovator to print. The Student Senate contributes articles for your
newspaper to print as it sees fit. If
there is a problem with one of the articles, I would think that it be only
appropriate to have one of your staffers contact us with it. It was truly
embarrassing to have our article
printed and attacked in the same issue. Additionally, Eileen had the
nerve to put the Innovator's opinion
on the "Letters to the Editor" page.
This is manipulating the news and I
would recommend that this unethical
journalistic practice stop. I would reconsider submitting any work to a
group of journalists that feel free to
upstage and embarrass the work of a
contributor.
But the damage of her biased and
uninformed "letter" has been done.
There are a few people who are upset
over her innaccurate claims. Please
allow me to address them, without
your backstabbing comments please.
The question is a very basic one.
Who represents the students at GSU,
the Student Senate, elected by a
1,000 combined student votes, or an
office like the current mHE and
BGU that have office holders who

The staff of the
Innovator would
like to wish a
Happy Passover
to all of our faculty, staff and
students of the Hebrew faith.
Passover begins sunset April 3rd

the Board of Trustees. I, unfortunately, was not at the full Senate
meeting to vote on keeping the
fourth option because I was ill. My
attendance and participation as a
Student Senator is also a matter of
record and I point this out because I
believe a representative of any kind
should be accountable to those they
represent. I encourage all students to
check their representatives out and
voice yourselves to those same representatives, because change depends
on the students.
On the issue of "self-serving needs"
and "power hungry" senators I can
only speak for myself and what I
have experienced since becoming a
senator. All people, senators or not,
have some self interest in what they
do, but for this senator I have a need
to serve, do it well and to always do
my best for YOU as well as myself.
It has not been my experience in my

tenure with the Senate that everyone
has the intention to serve nor seek
power in service. I have been told by
various students that this Senate is
one of the most active in a very long
time and I believe that needs to be
recognized. Many of us put in long
hours to make sure that we cover all
areas of student concerns, now and
in the future of GSU. We do so
without pay and often without recog-

were voted in with their own write-in
votes? It is also a simple answer.
The students are best represented
when the greatest number of students
voice their opinions through elections. The students' choice is made
when they select their college's representatives for the Student Senate.
While it would be wonderful to
have a healthy group of candidates
for offices, we haven't seen it happen. The last election for IDHE and
BGU saw NO CANDIDATES for either offices. So we were stuck with
the two write-in candidates who
"won." They voted for each other!
And won! This type of election does
not represent the students' desire.
Worst, these two candidates will not
work with the Senate, as they see
their job as one in conflict with the
Senate, not supportive of the student's representatives.
This type of electoral failure must
stop. The Senate, recognizing this
major flaw, voted to correct it. It is
far, far better to have a candidate selected by student representatives than
by the current practice of pencil and
an ego.

editor to respond exactly as I did in
making an editorial comment. I
chose to make my comments, not the
INNOVATOR'S opinion, in the "Letters to the Editor," as that is designated to be a vehicle for debate.
Before doing this, I checked with
many individuals who have been or
are currently involved with print media. They agreed with me. If the INNOVATOR were a daily paper my
response would have not been necessary in the same issue, but with the
timeliness of the issue and the forthcoming referendum it was deemed
necessary to bring this to the attention ofthe students as quickly as
possible.
As for a biased and uninformed letter with inaccurate claims, I take
umbrage with all three terms. and I
will not dignify the accusation of
bias with an answer. The letter to the
Editor was neither biases, uninformed or inaccurate as the commen/able result recent Senate
meeting proves.
After using valuable space to defend myself against unfounded accusations from a person who feels he
has the right to remove the rights of
a student to vote, let's get to the
business at hand. The Senate felt
that because there was not a slate of
candidates who stepped forward that
they had the right and the power to
take it upon themselves to remove
the nght ofother students to vote for
or to write in the name oftheir chosen candidate. That is what this is
all about. There is nothing in the
by-laws that gives the Senate the

Allan Lee
Student Senator
Because this letter mentioned me
by name, I will answer this rather
than Sean Carr, the Editor-in-Chief
With the job of editor comes obligation and responsibility to the reader.
When an editor sees a submission
that he/she feels needs to be addressed, it is not uncommon for that

nition because we want to, and because what we do will determine the
future for those students who come
after us, which will likely be our own
children. The power I possess is that
which was entrusted to me by those
who voted for me. That is a serious
responsibility that is not taken lightly
by anyone I know.
I truly believe that all students
know what's best for them, and those
that vote speak out the most. I do

not make assumptions about an adult
not knowing what is good for them
because, that is disrespect and I
would appreciate the same consideration, if you please.
I look forward to student input or
response.
Helen L. Goldstein
Student Senate Treasurer
Thanks for clarifying your
position. It's often tough being in a
position of influence and one finds
his/herselfconstantly having to explain policies/laws. Maybe the Senate might consider open forums in
the Hall of Governors so that every
student interested can take part and
offer suggestions. Visibility dissuades suspicion and ignorance of
essential student issues.
- Editor-in-Chief
power to take away my right to
choose. This is not Nazi Germany,
this in America, please remember
that.
The statement about the IBHE and
BGU representatives has little bearmg to me on the Senate's action. As
far as I can see these two representatives do their job. The fact that the
Senate and the IBHE and BGU representatives can't work together is
difficult. The Senate seems to put the
blame for that squarely on the shoulders ofthe representatives and not
on the shoulders of the Senate. Relationships are two fold. They require compromise and negotiation. I
would suggest that the Senate take a
serious look at what they can do to
mediate the problem without casting
blame on others. I would also suggest that the Senate check the index
on a book entitled, Alii Really
Needed to Know, I Learned in Kinderearten. The Senate needs to read
the chapter called, ''Interacts in Play
Activity with Others. "
This is a campus where 4201 out of
6073 students are students taking six
hours or less with lives outside this
University, who work full or parttime jobs, who have families and
other obligations. This University
has never had the same response to
student elections as one would find
on a residential campus. This does
not mean that the students don't want
a choice. This does not mean that
the students don't have a RiGHT to
choose.
lAyout Editor

Because of a limited
amount of space available
in each issue of the Innovator. ALL letters to the Editor
will be limited to 250 words.
Letters larger than the limit
will be edited to fit the
space, returned to the writer
to edit.
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l{aren's Xorner
Busker Soundcheck Album Continues to Soar
By Karen Piejko

Busker Soundcheck
spins an exhilarating
web of tunes on their
self-titles CD.
Busker Soundcheck's
uniquely blended styles
have been compared to
the Jimi Hendrix Experience, Cream, Rush and
Nirvana.
The band really rocks
on songs such as: "Air

On A String, "Helium Cannonball,"
and "Swirling Sea".
Busker Soundcheck scintillates
with their excellent musicianship
and stage prescence.
In addition to selling out major
concert halls on their own, Busker
Soundcheck has opened for groups
such as: Smashing Pumpkins,
Veruca Salt, N.I.L.8. The Blue
Meanies and Poster Children.
Busker Soundcheck continues to
perform and is known throughout

the country for their outstanding
music.
These Illinois natives originated
their band in nearby Joliet and they
are quickly becoming a household
name.
The CD is distributed by Feedback
and was recorded on Chicago's very
own Fuse Records. Busker Soundcheck is definitely worth checking
out!

''Bubbe Meises: Grandma Stories'' A Hit
By Karen Piejko
Northlight Theatre is presenting
the highly acclaimed, familyoriented musical, "Bubbe Meises:
Grandma Stories," at the Theatre
building on Belmont in Chicago.
In Yiddish, "Bubbe" means
"Grandmother" and "Meises" means
stories. "Bubbe Meises: Grandma
Stories," is a heart-wanmng musical
work written by Ellen Gould, with
original lyrics by Holly Gewandter
and Ellen Gould.
The play centers around a woman
in her thirties who is facing the turn
of the century and an uncertain
future.
She seeks the guidance, courage
and wisdom of her two
Grandmothers.

for future generations to
come.
The musical numbers are
funny, charming and
sentimental.
"Bubbe Meises:
Grandma Stories," stars nationally acclaimed entertainer Renee Matthews, and
multi-talented actress Marllllk,,, Irk', ....... ......
ilyn Bogctich as the
Grandmothers.
The incredibly talented
Anne Kancngeiscr portrays
the young woman.
The performers work
;.;..z..L.........:.....:.....:....;~ very well together and put
Through music, stories and dance on an unforgettable show.
the woman is reminded how imporEntertainer Renee Matthews is
very excited to be performing in
tant it is to remember the generations who have passed and look
"Bubbe Meises: Grandma Stories."
forward to creating your own stories
~

International
Corner
Japanese Student Chooses GSU
By Pamela Taylor
From around the globe students are
finding their way to Governors State
University (GSU). One such student,
Kazuchika Mishina, 23, hails from
Konosu, Saitarna, Japan. He is pursuing a Master's degree in Communications and Training with an
emphasis on media communications.
He aspires to return to Japan to work
for a magazine publisher as an
editor/reporter. He is particularly interested in the art field.
Kaz, as he likes to be called, holds
a bachelor's of arts degree from
Hosei University with a major in geography. When asked why he majored in geography, he replied,
"Although the entrance exams to the
university are difficult, we don't have
to study in the university in Japan.

The instructors don't expect you to study.
Graduation is easy, it is
like a four year
vacation."
"If you want a good job
with a big company, the
name of the university
you attend is more important than your major.
The technical and engineering students study
harder," he said. "They
are the ones who are
usually hired by the
Japanese companies, like
Sony or Mitsubishi."
After graduation, Kaz
Kazuchika Mishina.
went to work for a travel
(Photo by Bruce Weaver) agency, specializing in
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J international travel. He
learned of GSU from col-

Matthews said," the play has a
universal theme everyone can relate
to. It's a wonderful show for the
families!"
Matthews plays concerts throughout the United States at all the major
venues. In addition to being a
singer, harpist, pianist and dancer,
Matthews enjoys acting in plays and
musicals.
Matthews most recently starred in
the Chicago premiere of Joel Paley's,
"Ruthless."
Matthews said, "I love performing in Bubbe Meises: Grandma Stories. It's the role of my dreams!"
Performances of "Bubbe Meises:
Grandma Stories," continue on
weekends at the Theatre Building,
1225 W. Belmont in Chicago.
For reservations call (312)
327-5252.
lege and university catalogs at a notfor-profit organization in Tokyo. "I
wanted to come to the United States
to study journalism. I decided to
come to GSU because it offered a lot
of courses for me to study. I chose
GSU because it was small," he said.
When asked about leaving his family and friends to come to a foreign
country, Kaz responded, "GSU is
kind of a family, however, I would
like to connect more with the people
and get closer to my friends." He
went on to say, "What I like most
about GSU is that I can walk around
the campus and come across my
friends, it is easy to get to know people here."
Kaz is a Student Ambassador because he likes to meet and talk to
people. Unlike Japan, at GSU he has
to study harder. He sees his greatest
challenge as learning the idioms of
English. He says that one of the
things that he likes about going to
school in the U.S. is that he is saturated with the English language,
which is helping him to learn it
better.
At the close of 1996, Kaz expects
to graduate from GSU and return to
his native Japan.
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THE

POLYGON
PUZZLES
Hi everyone. Today we have our Second Annual Polygon Puzzle Contest. The winner will receive a $20
gift certificate from Crown Books. Here is the puzzle. Good Luck.

We will assume for this puzzle that every birth of a child bas an equal chance of being a girl or a boy. There is
a family with exactly children. You know at least two of the children are boys. Which of the following statements about the other child is correct?
A.

The odds are 2 to 1 it's a girl.

B.

The odds are 2 to 1 it's a boy.

C.

The odds are 3 to 1 it's a girl.

D.

The odds are 3 to 1 it's a boy.
RULES FOR THE POLYGON PUZZLES CONTEST

1.

Only GSU students, those who work for GSU, or Student Life patrons may enter.

2.

Workers in Student Development and members of the Innovator staff are not eligible.

3.

There is to be only one entry per person. A person submitting more than one entry will be
automatically disqualified.
Put your name, SSN, and the letter you believe to be the correct answer on the entry
blank below. Put the entry blank in the contest box at the Innovator office or Student
Development, room 81215. There is only one correct answer.
If more than one person has the correct answer, there will be a drawing to determine the
winner.
If no one has the correct answer the same prize will be offered in another contest.
To qualify for the prize an entry must be submitted no later than 8:00p.m. Thursday,
March, 28, 1996

4.

5.
6.
7.
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picks The Oscars

portrayal of the former president was
not that great. Plus, the character has
been played out so many times that
nobody cares, so he's out. Penn won't
get it because of his bad boy reputation in HolJywood, and there is one
thing I'm pretty sure of is that the
Academy never forgets anything.
Troisi is a possibility because the actor died hours after completing the
picture so they might consider that. I
will be rooting for Dreyfuss because
his character was a positive influence. He was a heart warming soul
and very uplifting which is something the Academy does not want.
These people want a character that
deals with tragedy and real life situations with warmth and depth. A character movie audiences can relate to.
The winner: Nicholas Cage for Leav-

For best supporting actress, I can
see this going to either Joan Allen for
her role as former first lady Pat
Nixon in Nixon, or to Kathleen Quinlan as astronaut Jim Lovell's supportive wife in Apollo 13.
As for Mira Sorvino for Mighty
"And the winner is... " are words
Aphrodite, Mare Winningham for
that are sometimes heard around this
Georgia, or Kate Winslet for Sense
time in tinsel town. This coming
and Sensibility, it may be true that
Monday, March 25th, the stars wilJ
these women deserve the nomination
be out with caviar dreams and chambut I feel that they didn't have as
paign wishes in their head. Gee, that
much of an impact as Quinlan or Alsounds familiar. It is the day that
len did. The movies the three were in
brings about the grand daddy of alJ
didn't leave much of an impression.
the award shows, The Academy
However, when boils down to imAwards or The Oscars, whatever you
pressionable performance, I would
want to call them. Practically everyhave to give it to AIJen. If Nixon is
one is on edge especially the film
going to win anything it would be in
critics.
this category. The winner: Joan Allen
Everyone and their brother are
for Nixon.
guessing who is going to win on one
ing Las Vegas.
For Best supporting actor, I see anof the biggest nights in HoiJywood.
Now let's look at the best actress
other toss up between Kevin Spacey
So I know some of you are asking,
category. There are some actresses
for his role in The Usual Suspects or
"Hey, J.H. Who do you think will
who have been down this road before Ed Harris in his role for Apollo 13.
win?" So I feel it is my duty to give
while there are new faces that have
I'm not trying to belittle James Cromyou my predictions for The Academy come a long way. The first is Sharon
well for his role in Babe, but his coAwards.
Stone for Casino; Susan Sarandon for star was a pig.
Now I know there are a bunch of
Dead Man Walking; Meryl Streep for
I think people are still wondering
categories, but I will just give you my Bridges ofMadison County; Elisaabout the best picture nomination.
guess for best actor and actress, best
beth Shue for Leaving Las Vegas;
Tim Roth as the vilJain in Rob Roy
supporting actor and actress, best diand Emma Thompson for Sense and
will not get it because the movie didrector, and of course, best picture.
Sensibility.
n't stack up against another medieval
To be honest with all of you, I did
I don't think the Academy is going
film nominated this year for best
not see all the fllms. I suffer from the to give Stone an award yet because
picture.
double no's, no time and no money.
she still needs to broaden her horiI don't think the Academy is ready
What I'm basically going by is what I zons. Streep has won two awards in
to give an Oscar to Brad Pitt, for 12
did see, hear about, or read, so I'm
this category in the past so I think
Monkeys. He is also still in his grownot totally oblivious to what's good
they want somebody new. Everyone is ing stages. For this category, I have
and what's not. Keep in mind, these
saying that this is Sarandon's year,
heard a lot of great things about
are just predictions.
but I think there is a better role for
Kevin Spacey's performance from
Let's start off with best actor. You
her out there somewhere than a com- friends and critics. He also won big
have five very talented men. You've
passionate nun.
time at the Chicago's Film Critics
got Nicholas Cage for Leaving Las
If anything, Thompson will win for
Award. I would have to go with
Vegas. There is also Richard Dreyscreenplay adaptation, but not for ac- Spacey. The winner: Kevin Spacey
fuss for Mr.Holland's Opus, Anthony
tress. In my opinion, the clear winner for The Usual Suspects.
Hopkins for Nixon, Sean Penn for
is Elisabeth Shue for her role as a
Looking at the best director cateDead Man Walking, and Massimo
hooker for Leaving Las Vegas. She
gory, I have to wonder what makes
Troisi for II Postino. Let me first telJ
has definitely come a long way since
an Academy Award winning direcyou who I think won't get it. Hopkins The Karate Kid, and her character is
tor? The way I see it, a director has to
won an award for Silence of The
real to life. The winner: Elisabeth
put everything on the line for the proLambs not to long ago and his
Shue for Leaving Las Vegas.
ject he is working on. He has to be
F::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=5]3ble to deal with all types of
situations and motivate the cast
d crew to make a great picture.
First is Chris Noonan for Babe.
ot only does this man have to
ork with animals, but with acors, actresses, the crew, and people who put the film together in
rder for the animals to magi-
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Hy talk.
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Mel Gibson, director for Braveearl, who became personalJy inolved in this film by finding
utiful, scenic locations and
200,000 extras so that the film
ould become an

ead Man Walking
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made one bad boy's
meback, Sean Penn,
into an Academy
Award nomination for
st actor. Mike Friggis for Leaving Las Veas brings a one time
up and coming actress,
Elisabeth Shue, full
ircle to Oscar caliber.
riggis also displays a
strong emotional impact that causes people
to feel close to the

characters. Michael Radford for II
Postino who had such a dedicated actor. Massimo Troisi believed in the
movie and the course that the director
was taking the film, but will never
know the end results. It's hard to say
who will win in this category, but I
have to go with my gut instincts. The
winner: Mike Friggis for Leaving Las
Vegas.

Finally, the best picture category is
very diverse. First is Babe, based
upon a pig wanting to be a sheep dog.
A friend of mine told me that the reason this film was nominated is because it has to do with politics. The
motion picture association has to
show Washington that they do recognize family entertainment. It made
sense to me. However, if that's the
case, how often does family entertaining films win an Oscar? Beauty and
the Beast comes to my mind.
The second is Braveheart which is
a very classy interpretation of Conan
the Barbarian. Too much on action,
not a lot on class. II Postino is an
Italian and foreign-language film
which was not nominated for best
foreign language film. Is it me or is
something wrong with that scenario?
Sense and Sensibility is a British romance that takes place in another
time period. British romances never
did too well in this category in the
past. I don't see it changing. The winner will be Apollo 13 which recreates
the Apollo 13 disaster and has a cast
of incredible talent. Both Tom Hanks
and Gary Sinese, from last year's
winner Forest Gump, join forces once
more to bring this American history
to life. Kevin Bacon, who was great
in Murder In The First, joins the cast
and holds his own as a part of the
Apollo 13 crew. The movie kept you
on the edge of your seat while at the
same time focusing on different perspectives and emotions from people
involved. It was definitely an A+
movie. The winner: Apollo 13.
Those are my predictions. I'm sure
some of you will disagree with me;
but some might agree. However it
doesn't matter. In my opinion the real
winners are the people who go see
these masterpieces of film. As long as
we go see them, they will keep making them. See you at The Oscars, and
that's a wrap.
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Professional Counseling Club News
By Eileen Truszkowski
The Professional Counseling Club
hosted a speakers meeting on Friday, March 8. The speaker, Susan
Theus, a therapist in private practice
in the south suburbs, has an MS in
Counseling from George Williams
College and a M.A. in Marriage and
Family counseling from Adler
School of Professional Psychology.
In addition to teaching as as adjunct
at Moraine Valley Community College, she is currently working on a
PsycD., a degree in clinical psychology at Adler.
Theus, who has worked in the
field 15 years has extensive experience with juveniles, DCFS, and in
outpatient substance abuse. She
specializes in sexual abuse, incest,
grief and loss counseling. Spoke
about several issues facing the profession. The first related to the future of the profession for master's
level graduates and managed care,
and the second was related to the
different kinds of terminal degrees
that the field offers. The primary
focus of her presentation was "How

do you get there from here." Theus
spoke about the need for networking
with others in the field and the importance of the profession developing a strong political voice if
Licensed Professional Clinical
Counselors (LCPC) are to be accepted as equals to the Licensed
Clinical Social Worker (LCSW).
LSCW's currently have the power
in the Legislature to get third party
reimbursement on insurance and
hold many of the mental health
management positions available.
Theus believes it is crucial that
counselors begin networking and
advocating for the profession. She
said that getting licensed is extremely important for counselors.
"The field is limited and getting
smaller for counselors who are not
licensed." One of the points that
Theus brought home strongly to
those in attendance was the need for
flexilibity. A counselor must be versatile. While the professional
should have several areas of interest,
and specialization, a good counselor

f3§U IDD()VatvrSERVING
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
SINCE 1971
MEMBER OF THE ILLINOIS
COLLEGIATE PRESS ASSOCIATION

should also be somewhat of a generalist. By being a generalist with several sub-specialities, one could meet
the needs of a wide population.
This professional would also be
flexible enough to know when a
case is beyond their skill level and
refer it to a specialist. Theus also
said, "It is important for you to
make your own niche in this field."
She mentioned several areas: management, training, education, adolescents, clinical and private
practice. "Be eclectic, find your personal theory or theories and be
adaptive. She said, "the generalist
will be the gate keeper of the mental
health field."
Theus discussed the examination
which must be taken. Theus, who
wiU sit for the test in Apri,l believes
that the sooner you take the test after finishing school, the more apt
you are to pass the first time. She
implied that the primary reason
most people fail the test is that they
offer too much information, or try to
read into the test. She said, "Answer the question the way they ask
it, not the way you think it should
be. Don't read into it, don't say,
what if, just answer the question."
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"You can take the test every six
months," she said, "if you fail it
more than twice, you need to stand
back and say, 'Wait a minute'."
Theus said that there are several
good books out there that can help
you prepare for the test. She suggested, Stem's Book Store or Roscoe's downtown, as the places for
psychology books.
She was asked about the preparatory courses that are offered in various locations. Her reply was simply,
"you can never be too prepared."
One of the most important jobs of
the counselor today, Theus said, is
to take care of themselves. Know
your limits, take time out for yourself, and for having fun, because
you're no good to your clients if
you're not good to yourself.
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Award Winning Radio Program
Just Tip of the Iceberg
By Sandy Tuleja ·
Audion Theatre, a radio drama series directed and produced by Eli Segal, Professor of Media
Communications (CAS/LffiA) and
hosted by Charles Fuller, adjunct
faculty member in the MCOM program, recently won first prize in the
1996 Juried Faculty Competition.
This competition was sponsored by
the National Association of Broadcasters' Broadcast Education Association. The winning entry was one
program in a 15-part anthology of
original radio dramas and contemporary recreations of classic scripts
from radio's golden age. It was written by Segal, and produced by Segal's Black Sheep Media Productions

in Kalamazoo, Michigan. CAS Science Professor Reino Hakala served
as the scientific advisor.
Segal continues his work in radio
production as "a labor of love,
really," but hi·s passion for radio goes
beyond writing and producing. Segal has a personal collection of
nearly 9,000 radio and television
programs. His collection dates back
to World War I and includes the first
radio signals ever recorded. Segal
started collecting programs as a
child, based on personal interest. He
restores the programs and transfers
them from glass disc to reel to reel
and finally to audio and video cassette. Radio programs comprise the
majority of Segal's collection, since
radio is his favorite medium -- "the

medium of imagination," as he calls
it.
Segal is currently working with a
large group of people on an allinclusive catalog of available radio
programming. The catalog, geared
toward radio collectors, will include
all credits, cast lists, plot descriptions, synopses and similarities to
other to other programs for 75,000
different radio programs. When
asked when the catalog will be finished? Segal states,
"Hopefully, in my lifetime, although completed sections of the
catalog should begin to appear on
CD ROM within two to three years."
Segal is contributing to the catalog
by working on programs in New
York, Detroit and Los Angeles. He

just completed the written guide to
the Lone Ranger radio program
which is one of his personal
favorites.
Segal isn't sure what he has won
for first prize in the Juried Faculty
Competition, and will be one of the
last to know. He won't be attending
the awards presentation on April 13,
in Las Vegas. An associate of his,
who resides in Boulder City, will
pick up the award for him. Modest?
He claims he is not. Then why won't
he be attending the cememony?
Spoken like a true educator, Segal
replies, "I'd rather spend the money
attending a film convention."

APICS Student Congress Will Convene March 29 - 30
APICS President Andrew Nicoll to
Deliver Keynote Address
By John Kruelle

Preparations for the March 29th and
30th 1996 American Production and
Inventory Control Society (APICS)
Student Congress, hosted here at
GSU, are complete.
Helping to bridge the gap from
student to professional, the congress
will provide an opportunity for business students and professionals to
come together in an atmosphere
which will add value to both the
workplace and academic
community.
Tours, seminars, mock interviews,
and resume critiquing will all be
helpful to students in business who
attend.
Anchored by Andrew Nicoll's Keynote Address on" The Value of an
APICS Education in a Manufacturing Environment," several speakers
will present material to enhance
one's study in business. Let's meet
the speakers and their topics:

Dr. Stonebraker, MBA Business
Program Coordinator at NIU, &
Segei Nicholaevich Polbitsyn, Candidate for the Ph. D. (from Russia),
will present observations on manufacturing practices in Siberia. The
talk will focus on differences of
manufacturing in Siberia and the
United States, explaining unique
contributions that each system can
offer.
• Karen Alber, supply chain implementation Manager at Quaker
Oats, will present a discussion on
supply chain concepts from raw material to customer. These concepts
focus on manufacturing response to
customer demand, and how products
are "pulled" through the system as
needed.
• Richard Godin, an independent
trainer/consultant, will discusss
opportunities in resource
management.
• Jerry Groen, manager of New
Product Planning at Abbot

Laboratories, will discuss the development stages that lead project
teams to success.
• Patrick Welch,rnanager of Distribution Systems for Harper Collins
Publishers, will demonstrate the use
of logistics as a competitive weapon.
The talk includes bar-coding systems
and EDI interlinking to world-class
customer service.
• Ralph Kuhn, president of Applied Productivity Technology Systems, Inc., will provide an overview
of quality standards and its impact
on new customer/supplier
relationships.
• Herman Zwim, director of
Systems and Organizational Development at Helene Curtis, Inc., will
discuss the impact of the learning
organization on resource management in the 21st century.
The closing remarks at this year's
Student Congress will be provided
by Patrick Delaney, president of
PROgressive TECHnologies of

America. Delaney will summarize
business and family environments of
the 21st century, providing insight
into the future of management principles. . Delaney will use excerpts
from a new book, The Fourth Wave.
Registration fee ($ 10 members,
$15 non-members) covers entrance
to selected seminars, resume critiquing, mock interviews, a continental
breakfast, and lunch. Students are
encouraged to come and learn about
exciting techniques used in business
today to achieve global competitiveness. This special APICS Student
Congress is open to all faculty, students and professionals. For more
information and a registration form,
contact Dr. David Paramenter in
room C3356 (ph. 534-4961) or Dr.
Bruce Bruce Fischer in room C3361
(ph. 534-4947).

REGISTRATION FORM
FOR SEMINAR

How to start you own business seminar
Friday, May 17, 1996
9:00A.M. To 4:00P.M.
Sponsored by the

" HOW TO START YOUR OWN BUSINESS"

S~LBUSINESSDEVELOPMENTCENTER

Friday, May 17, 1996

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
INCLUDED LUNCH AND MATERIALS
COST: $45.00
(2nd Person is $22.50)
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
Mail check to
Small Business Development Center
Governors State University
University Park, IL 60466
This one day seminar \vill cover information on preparing a business plan, obtaining financial for you business, the legal aspects of organizing a business,
advertising and marketing, recordkeeping, taxes and insurance. This seminar
is inteQded for new start-ups as well as existing business in need of expert
advice.

To REGISTER PLEASE CALL: 708,534.4929

N~e:

___________________________________

Address: __________________________
Work #_ _ _ _ _ _ _Home#___________
Make Check out to:

Governors State University

Checks must be received by May 7, 1996
to reserve a seat for the seminar.
Mail you check to:

Small Business Development Center
Governors State University
Room C3370
University Park, IL 60466
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THE MOVIES THAT HOLLYWOOD FORGOT
By Bruce Weaver

Whenever Academy Award time
rolls around in Hollywood, I begin to
think of the many excellent movies
the industry has largely forgotten.
These movies, in my opinion,
were better than the average Hollywood product, and are timeless in

exist untill927, merely missed the
point. Chaney made many films in
1927 that deserved recognition as
much as the others.
Before he died of throat cancer in
1930, the industry could've given him
an honorary award , not only for his
acting, but also for his technical expertise in make-up, which made it

swept away with the events of the
story
The film was beautifully produced
and directed by John Houston, though
Houston was to win other Academy
Awards for his other films (notably
"The African Queen") he did not receive a single award for a film that
was historically accurate, scenically

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ exciting, macabre in mood, and

Sadly, his battle with alcoholism
had left him a broken man, yet, why
the Academy completely ignored him
in the prime of his life while he was
making his best movies remains a
mystery.
I have many other examples in
other film books that would take too
long for inclusion here, other stars
that mysteriously got the royal Hollywood shaft are Greta Garbo; John
Gilbert; and Viola Dana.
The point of all these instances in
Hollywood history is that the Academy is culturally insecure; when the
awards are given out for Best Picture
and Best Actor, we must remember
that the body of people that made
those votes are easily swayed by their
own opinions, and rarely have the insight into what makes a good film.
John Harkinson in his Comolete
Academy Awards Handbook says that
the Academy Awards are in their
own way, "a Tiffany lamp in a whore
house." We should remember this
when we think about the impossible
nomination of "Terms of Endearment;" as Best Picture.
Whoever wins this year, applaud, but keep in mind; sometimes
the best movies are ignored by the
Academy, and it might be a good
thing to see movies that didn't make
the final award. Sometimes, the most
interesting movies are undeservedly
forgotten.

haunting in visual sea images.
Even though Charlie Chaplin received an Honorary Award and a
Special Award for writing, producing
and directing "The Circus" (1927) he
rarely received any recognition for
his movies that were even greater
than "The Circus."
Today, critics and historians rate
As seen on TV!
"Modem Times," and "City Lights"
Helps Your Body Burn Fat!
as the apotheosis of Chaplin's art,
cited in every film history book as the
Helps Control Appetite!
"must-see" film in the Chaplin canon.
Helps Reduce Cravings!
Perhaps Chaplin went against the
Hollywood Establishment by rejecting
Feel More Energetic!
sound when he made "City Lights."
Clinically tested!
Perhaps "Modem Times" seemed
All Natural!
more like a string of two-reelers.
Whatever the reason.
Money-Back Guarantee!
Chaplin remained on the Academy's
Call Today!
ignore list for his entire lifetime, except at the very end. Buster Keaton.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
the Paliaccgi of silent film comedy
SANDY at 815-838-6503
suffered the same fate.
Keaton's comedies have never
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ been equaled. "The General," (1925)
and "The Navigator," (1927) have
their montage, mise-en-scene, scripts, possible for him to communicate
been
hailed not only as comedy masacting, and direction seemed to illucharacter through a whole gallery of
terpieces,
but as commentary on the
minate certain comers of humanity.
horrific faces. Chaney once said, "I
I parted company with The Acadwant to dig down into the mind and
emy in 1979 when the film "Breaking heart of the role."
Away" failed to win the "Best PicDespite accolades from his critics,
ture" award. It was difficult for me to praise from his audiences, and a
whole gallery of monsters with a soul
see how~ would not like and
love the film.
that made him a great star, The
For me, the film represented eveAcademy completely ignored him.
rything about what it was like to live
Chaney did not receive a single acadin America; the fascination we have
emy award for his great work.
for the ol' swimin' hole; the represenAlfred Hitchcock's name is syntation of The American Dream; the
onymous with, "suspense." His total
realistic quality of kids growing up in career spanned the early silent days
small-town America. The movie
in Great Britain, to the United States
charmed me as much as "Citizen
in "Family Plot." He has also scared
Kane," or "Gone With The Wind."
millions with "Psycho" (1960) now
•The US Dept. of Labor Statistics projects an 86%
After that debacle, I wondered if
regarded as a classic of cinematic art,
growth rate in the paralegal field through 2005
there were any other movies that had
and combined humor with horror as
•Legal credentials strengthen your resume no
been forgotten by Hollywood's elite,
in "North By Northwest" (1954).
but still survived in spite of the poliEven though The Academy has a
matter what your major
tics of entertainment. My research
fondness for The British in giving the
•Paralegal education allows you to explore the legal
into the subject proved fruitful.
statuette away, in the case of Hitchprofession before you commit to law school
I am going to list in this article
cock, it was a lost cause.
only a handful of movies that deEven though Hitchcock movies alCall Today. Discover Why Roosevelt University Is
served better recognition than the toways recovered their costs and made
Til§ Leader In Paralegal Education.
tal obscurity into which they were
money, even though his movies were
placed. then discarded.
analyzed, talked about, discussed and
One of the first Hollywood stars to recycled into books, they were not
feel the back-hand of Hollywood for
good enough for Hollywood. So
http://www.he.net/-lep
no reason was Lon Chaney, Sr.
Hitchcock was given the shaft by the
Bachelor's Degree Required for Admission
Starting at Universal in 1912, Lon studios that made money on his
Chaney, a skilled make-up technitalent.
bleakness of human souls. "The
cian, would play thousands of bit
We leave horror for awhile and
Navigator," can give philosophers
parts, yet when he untwisted himself
enter the world of great literature.
food-for-thought
as Buster kills canfrom paralysis in "The Miracle Man"
The movie "Moby Dick" (1953) is a
nibals
in
the
most
amusing way while
in 1920, he cemented his position as
masterpiece of cinematic art. Not
he
remains
alive
as
if by a fluke.
the first American movie horror star. only is Melville's story strictly adThought
Keaton
was given an
Chaney went on to star in "Hunch- hered to (by Ray Bradbury's excellent
honorary
award
in
1959,
he never reback of Notre Dame" (1924) and his
screenplay), but also the cast seems to
ceived
any
Academy
Award
for any
masterpiece, "The Phantom of the
get into their characters to bring the
of his movies. Not even "Sherlock
Opera," (1925) and the first Ameribook to life.
Jr," which contains a breath-taking
can Vampire movie "London After
Gregory Peck's villainous Ahab
film-within-a-film
episode charmed
Midnight" (1927). His movies set the seems to radiate a mysterious energy;
the
Academy
Even
though "The
standard for the modem horror film
as ifThe Devil were captain of a
General"
was
re-discovered
by a
as we know it today.
ship, manipulating his crew to their
whole
new
generation
of
film
aficioWhile some may argue that
deaths; Richard Basehart's Ishmeal is
nados
in
the
Sixties,
the
discovery
Chaney could not have been given an more than a mere narrator, he is an
was mainly confined to Europe.
Academy Award because they did not innocent bystander that becomes

IIi
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2nd Annual GSU Racquetball Championships:

Defending Champ Rises To The Occasion
By Jay Quicksand

Last year when, under the aegis of
the Office of Student Life, a racquetball tournament was held at GSU, a
less heralded player named Todd
Painter overcame more favored competition to win it. Defending his
crown was expected to be more difficult as he was now a marked man.
Like a true champion he rose to the

3rd place match and the finals from
1 to 3 pm.
True to the expectations of most
observers the semi finals pit Todd
Painter (College of Education, Coal
City) against Community Center
member Jerry Steffy (Richton Park)
from the top half, and Brent Jones
(Undeclared, Chicago Heights)
against Chintamani S. Manish (College of Arts and Sciences, ofUniver-

Steffy, in a valiant effort in a losing
cause in the semi finals, injured his
ankle and had to
forfeit his third place
match against Manish and settle for
forth place. "Much
as I wanted to play, I
knew I wouldn't be
able to give it my
best if I did," he
explained.
In the finals,
Painter's intense
start secured him the
first game easily, but his hopes of a
blowout win were not to be. Jones
rallied and was up 13-11 in the second set before Painter took the next

There was no doubt in anyone's mind
who the best player in the whole
tournament was,
and he rightly deserved to win.
A tired but jubilant Painter said,
"Winning this year
was much tougher
than last year. I
had to work really
hard for this one.
rm just glad I
made it through."
Gracious, even in
defeat, Jones summed up the spirit in
which the whole tournament was
played when he said "The most enjoyable part of playing was that the

Scores:
Final: Todd Painter defeated Brent Jones
1st Game
2nd Game
15-3
15-13
3rd Place : Chintamani S. Manish
defeated Jerry Steffy
(match forfeited due to ankle injury)

Brent Jones reaches for a return.
(Photo by Sean Carr)
challenge.
The 2nd Annual GSU racquetball
tournament was held over two weekends from March ls-10 in the University Student Center. Organizer
Dean Jennings, Facility Supervisor
for the Campus Community Center
said, "The level of the competition
this year, was much higher than last
years tourney. This was due to the
advanced notice and the long hours
spent in the racquetball court at GSU
by most of the participants."
The tournament attracted a wide
variety of players from professors,
students, members of the Campus
Community Center, and even a senior citizen. In all, 16 players were
part of the main draw. More players
registered but had to be placed on a
reserve list.
The tournament featured some excellent matches, notably in the top
half of the draw. The first round

matches were played on the Marcxb
1st and 2nd, from 5 to 9:30 pm.
The quarterfinals were held the following Friday, March 8th from 5 to
9:00 pm and the semifinals on Saturday, March, 9th from 11 to 1 pm.
Sunday, March, lOth featured the

Trophies weiJI awarded for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Place

Todd Painter and Brent Jones with the final score.
(Photo by Sean Carr)
sity Park).
Painter's match against Steffy went
to three gruelling sets and featured
some of the most entertaining rallies
of the tournament. Painter, raised
his game a notch just when it mattered most, winning the third and deciding set by a score of 11-6.
In the other semi final, Jones, an
excellent Lawn tennis player, and
Manisb, who started playing the
game a little more than a year ago,
provided a well fought match due to
their contrasting styles of play. Manish, who relies more on drop shots
and placement than power, lost the
first game but was up 14-9 in the
second. Jones, however, showed his
mental toughness in clawing back to
win 16-14 to enter the finals.
The official scorekeeper David
Kolton, (College of Arts and Sciences, of Lansing, D), noted, "Interestingly, the matches in the
tournament, especially in the later
rounds, featured rallies that were
won more by winners than unforced
errors, a true reflection of the quality
of the overall competition."

matches were fierce, but the players
played with a gentlemanly understanding of the game." What better
endorsement for this can be given
than the fact that there were no controversial incidents in the whole
tournament.
We, at the Innovator, hope the
tournament becomes a regular fixture. The players were heard talking
about maybe having a doubles tournament in the months to come. Considering the huge success of this one
we will be there to watch (and report). How about you?
The University Student Center has
a sign up sheet and the players from
the tournament is can be found playing there regularly each week. You
can go down there to play them and

The three finalists pose with their trophies (1 to r ), Chintamani S. Manish
(Third Place), Todd Painter (First Place) and Brent Jones (Second Place).
(Photo by Sean Carr)
four points and the championship;
showing that his win last year was no
fluke.
Painter had the toughest draw of
any player in the tournament and
came through with flying colors.

see how you might have fared had
you played in the tournament. Good
luck! I

